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The Allure of Architecture:
An Interview with Zahra
Nazari
What inspired our Metamorphosis
collection? When looking for ideas
and inspirations, where do ou
normall go and what do ou do to
get into the creative mood?

In the summer of 2015, I was
awarded a residenc fellowship from
the Cooper Union chool of Art. ver-present at the residence was the
influence of the Cooper Union New Academic uilding. The design of the
uilding resonated strongl with the architectural leanings of m artwork. Its
twisting frame and exceptional lattice-work ields unique light inside and out.
eing awarded the residenc was trul serendipitous, as I was inspired
instantl.
Allowing the structure’s influence to permeate m sta, I used aluminum
sheets as the medium, in part, for reflecting the usage of metal in
Deconstructivism. Alluding to the chaotic form of the uilding’s insides, I
used the material’s malleailit to confuse the painted surface with its added
dimension.
The name of the piece is a nod to the architect Thom Mane, of the
Morphosis architectural firm.
https://www.aftabcomm.org/journal/journal
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As with Metamorphosis, m work has alwas een influenced  m
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surrounding and travels. In all the places I’ve een, from ancient ruins to the
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world’s most modern cities, there is a lurred line of ancient and modern that
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Could ou
please descrie the phsical and artistic aspects of our work

on a dail asis? I assume that shaping aluminum sheets and painting with
acrlic must e phsicall tasking. Please correct me, if I am wrong.

The majorit of m works are large-scale, so there alwas phsicall
laorious moments. I work  shifting etween wall and floor, so the heavier
or ulkier the piece, the more phsicall demanding it is.
Do ou know ahead of time what
ou are going to create or do ou
design our work as ou go along
with the creative process?

I have a general idea of what I am
going to work on. asics start with
what material I will e using, what
colors to coordinate, and the size of
the work. To understand the general
form and design, I use pen drawn
https://www.aftabcomm.org/journal/journal
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sketches, ink drawings, and small maquettes. Occasionall, I collaorate with
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engineers for statics of standing pieces.
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 not following a structured plan, I allow the dialogue of the creative
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process to surprise me. I let the paint guide me to the next step of what I can
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for detailed areas of the painting.
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Could ou please share a few details aout our current project with our
viewers/readers?

ince m work is ver architecturall influenced, I’m translating the material
used in that field for m work as well. pecificall for m current piece, I’ve
chosen alsa wood to experiment upon. I’m also considering a laeredstructure installation to e a more lended comination of oth on the wall
and free forms into the galler space.
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